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The  Science behind the Silicone patch

Premium quality, Zero odor, silicone patches

are a hot topic beauty product and a modern

day skincare routine, seeing a rise in usage

across the globe over the past few years

predominantly due to the proven fast

appearing results (great for special occasions),

giving women & men a cheaper, cleaner and

safer form of treatment which is easily

accessible.

    

The silicone is made by combining silicon and

oxygen atoms with carbon, hydrogen. No

rigorous chemicals are used. It is this single

molecular structure that allows it to create a

microclimate that protects the skin barrier

while pulling depth moisture in lower skin

layers. The port of these moisturizing silicone

platelets improves not only the texture of the

skin in the short term, but most users also

report firmer, softer, and more radiant skin

over time.

  

Long term, they will work to stimulate

collagen. We recommend frequent usage to

get the best results.

 

Because of the simplicity of ZAARONI'S

silicone patches, we thought, you may be

curious why this combination has been

proven to erase wrinkles.



High-quality, premium silicone material on the skin creates the ideal environment for

moisture. air cannot access the area with the silicone buffer, so it attracts moisture to the

surface of the skin. Similar to hyaluronic acid, which moisturizes the skin. ZAARONI

silicone has the same effect. It attracts mass amounts of moisture to the surface of your skin

creating a smoother, youthful complexion.

  

This process also increases blood flow. The increase in blood flow is incredibly important for

the health of your skin and helps collagen production.

    

Collagen production is key in the fight against wrinkles.
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So…. The chemistry is there. It is a very simple method for the fight against wrinkles.

     

Furthermore….

ZAARONI adhesive support is designed to help secure patches to your skin whilst being safe

for all skin types, the adhesive is hypoallergenic and latex-free. Designed not to irritate skin

or provoke allergies. Better application to the skin allows for maximised results.

Once applied properly, to clean, product free skin, They will give your skin a young glow

that looks natural with none of the common side effects of botox.

Enhancing results...



ZAARONI Top 5 Tips When Using Your Silicone Skin-Smoothing Patches
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Tip #1. Stay consistent with your silicone patch usage

Like any practice, this requires your dedication and commitment to see lasting results.

Fortunately for you ZAARONI Skin Care has provided you 6 silicone patches that

last up to 15 uses per patch! The best results are seen after 2 weeks. For some, it may

be earlier but two weeks is when research shows the best results, so stick with it.
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Tip #2. While wearing your silicone patches, try to remain

stationary

Watch a movie, sleep, relax, meditate and approach your treatment as a standalone

routine. Use your treatment as a way to relax from the day or an energising start to

tackle your day ahead.

Tip #3. Prepare your skin and and clean the application area

Carefully prepare your skin to ensure the adhesion of silicone patches.

Tip #4. Keep silicone patches on your skin for 1-8 hours.

Wear your silicone patches for at least 1 hour and preferably up to 4-8 hours. For best

results, sleep with patches.. 

Tip #5. Never combine with products

The pads must be worn on clean dry skin with absolutely no products or lotions

underneath. The use of lotions can interfere with the adhesive quality and can cause

rashes and reactions.



Wrinkles, fine lines or imperfections differ from person to person. Within ZAARONI’s 6

pack skin-smoothing set, we have focused on the chest, neck and forehead areas which we

found are the most cause for concern from women 25+, with many women saying chest &

Cleavage lines appear earlier than on the face. Results from a recent ZAARONI survey of

over 300 women of mixed aged groups and skin types (25+)

Although we found these areas were the most common, That doesn't mean to say these are

exclusively only for these areas of the body - we have many testimonials from our satisfied

customers using our patches to reduce smile lines as well. Therefore feel free to give it a go

and share your experience with us. All feedback, is welcomed here at ZAARONI.

Some people find they have slightly deeper smile lines and have used our forehead patches to

help smooth skin in these areas.

After use, store it in its container and make sure you put it in a cool place.

Why Are ZAARONI Silicone Patches so Versatile & Effective at 

Smoothing Skin 
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If you have enjoyed our ZAARONI ebook, found this useful and are satisfied with our

product please share your Experience using: LINK HERE:

   

https://amzn.to/3f8UVlE

Or 

 

Contact us: customerservice@zaaroni.com
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